Safeguard Handler

Advant® Enterprise Historian for Unix
Advant® Station 500 Series, Information Management Stations

Safeguard Handler for Advant Enterprise Historian is a software option to be installed in AEH or in an Advant® Station 500 IMS.

When Safeguard Handler is installed, the following functions are added:
- Dual Handling
- Signal filtering
- Handling of FI and GI objects

**Dual Handling**
This function supports dual process controller systems with redundant handling of signals. Status for each field device is collected from and processed by both computers. However, each field device is presented and handled as a single object.

**Signal filtering**
This part offers the following functions:
- Prevent alarm and event messages of specified process stations from being sent to information management stations.
- Prevent status list searches in specified process stations.
- Prevent node status information of specified process stations from being sent to operator stations.

**Handling of FI and GI objects**
FI and GI objects can be introduced as objects in the AEH or IMS.
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License
The Safeguard Handler is licensed against each AEH/IMS machine. The first Safeguard Handler license for each plant has a certain price, which is then considerably reduced for any subsequent licenses for that same plant.

Information
For more information about ABB Safety Products, visit us at www.abb.com/control or in the internal ABB Safety Support database in Lotus Notes.

Ordering
Safeguard Handler can be ordered via the internal ABB Safety Support database in Lotus Notes.